Take Microsoft PPM Further

UMT360 Apps transform Microsoft Project Online or Project Server into a powerful Enterprise Portfolio Management platform
UMT360 Apps help you extend the value of your Microsoft Project Online or Project Server investment without any risky and expensive customizations. UMT360 Apps are so tightly integrated with the Microsoft user experience that end-users will see no discernible difference. Quickly and easily enhance key areas of your PPM process with the capabilities you need to truly orchestrate business transformation.

UMT360 Apps Help the Microsoft PPM Platform Do More

UMT360 apps let you easily add the critical business planning and controls that may be missing from your current PPM solution. Transform Project Online or Project Server into a much more powerful and effective solution for managing all types of investment portfolios across the enterprise. It’s all so tightly integrated, you’ll find it difficult to discern where Microsoft’s platform ends, and where UMT360’s capabilities begin – which means you and your team won’t miss a beat or need to learn new software to quickly take advantage of a wide variety of additional capabilities. Every UMT360 app delivers:

- New capabilities that can be quickly and easily deployed without expensive and risky customizations
- Seamless integration with every other UMT360 app and with the Microsoft PPM platform
- The ability to be deployed independently, incrementally, or as part of one comprehensive solution
- Seamless addition of key capabilities, providing rapid time-to-value and increased user adoption
- UMT360’s unwavering commitment to continual innovation based on client feedback
UMT360 Demand Manager
Build comprehensive business cases to capture and evaluate demand

UMT360 Resource Manager
Intuitive plans simplify resource estimating, forecasting and tracking

UMT360 Cost Manager
Make cost data a first-class citizen across the PPM lifecycle

UMT360 Roadmap Manager
Manage cross-project, program & portfolio dependencies and generate roadmaps

UMT360 Benefits Manager
Go beyond estimating and establish a robust benefits realization framework

UMT360 Program Manager
Delivers information needed to master program planning and execution

UMT360 JIRA Connector
Harmonize and orchestrate all work across Microsoft PPM and JIRA

UMT360 Data Exchange
Seamlessly connect Microsoft PPM with line-of-business systems
UMT360 Resource Manager
Provides intuitive plans to help simplify resource estimating, forecasting and tracking

Adopting best-practice resource management techniques can help your organization maximize ROI and drive efficiencies to sustain the business and support future growth. UMT360's Resource Manager App provides intelligent resource management capabilities that make it easy to estimate, track and forecast resources, regardless of whether those resources are integrated with the Microsoft PPM schedule or completely disconnected. Key features include:

- Search Resources by Availability
- Simplified Resource Estimates
- Microsoft PPM Schedule Integration
- Resource Tracking & Forecasting
- Bulk Edit Resource Plans
- Derive Financials Using Secure Resource Rates
- Resource Manager Portal
- Capitalized Work
- Snapshots
- Reports & Dashboards
UMT360 Cost Manager
Make cost data a first-class citizen across the PPM lifecycle

Leveraging UMT360’s powerful financial engine, UMT360’s Cost Management App enables your organization to seamlessly integrate cost data directly into the PPM process. Go beyond custom fields and Excel to more effectively manage cost data across the project and program lifecycle. Features in this app include:

- Governance Controls
- Top-down & Bottom-up Budgeting
- Cost Estimating
- Funding Allocations & Chargebacks
- Multi-currency
- Cost Tracking & Forecasting
- Variance Analysis
- Auditable Snapshots
- Change Requests
- Reports & Dashboards
- ERP Integration

UMT360 Roadmap Manager
Manage cross-project, program and portfolio dependencies and generate roadmaps

Roadmaps help organizations quickly visualize, understand and manage the relationships between all investments and the strategic capabilities they are intended to impact. UMT360’s Roadmap Manager App can help your organization better manage cross-project and program dependencies and automate intuitive roadmaps with a wide variety of features, including:

- Milestone Planning & Tracking
- Cross Project & Portfolio Dependencies
- Project & Program Roadmaps
- Automated Portfolio Roadmaps
**UMT360 Benefits Manager**
Go beyond estimating to establish a robust benefits realization framework

UMT360’s Benefits Management App provides your organization with a robust benefits realization framework. This powerful app makes it easy to gain the insight you need to gauge performance, recognize success and identify areas for improvement across the project and program lifecycle. Key features include:

- Governance Controls
- Top-down Budgeting
- Benefit Estimates
- Benefit Forecasting
- Benefits Realization & Tracking
- Snapshots
- Manage Change Requests
- Reports & Dashboards

---

**UMT360 Program Manager**
Delivers information needed to master program planning and execution

Managing programs as investment entities requires more than simply applying a reporting veneer on top of projects. UMT360’s Program Manager App enables you to establish the top-down controls needed to effectively manage programs within Microsoft Project Online and Project Server – seamlessly integrating projects and programs with a variety of powerful program management features.

- Transition to a Program-driven Approach
- Right-size Governance Controls
- Create Program Business Cases
- Top-down Budgeting and Financial Performance
- Manage Program-level Resources
- Generate Program Roadmaps
- Program-level Benefits Realization
- Reports & Dashboards
UMT360 JIRA Connector

Harmonize and orchestrate all work across both Microsoft Project and JIRA

Agile tools like JIRA are great for developers and implementation teams, but simply do not provide the required visibility and level of detail that Portfolio Managers or executives require. UMT360’s JIRA Connector App makes it easy for organizations to quickly integrate critical information between JIRA and Microsoft’s PPM platform. Key features include:

- Project-level Integration
- Schedule & Resource Integration
- Field Mappings
- On-demand Synchronization and Schedule-level Integration

UMT360 Data Exchange

Seamlessly connect Microsoft PPM with line-of-business systems

To be truly effective, your PPM process needs to leverage critical data from line-of-business systems. UMT360’s easy-to-use Data Exchange App enables organizations to effortlessly import custom-field and financial data from a wide variety of line-of-business systems directly into the Microsoft PPM platform. UMT360 makes it easy to:

- Create and Import New Projects & Programs and Edit Data
- Seamlessly Sync Financials & ERP Data
- Quickly Connect Data Through an Intuitive “Import Wizard”
UMT360 provides PMO, IT, business and finance leaders with the right combination of software, consulting services and Microsoft PPM platform expertise for every step of the PPM journey. Our unique approach helps clients incrementally deploy specific capabilities that help them attain visibility, gain insight and establish the enterprise connections needed to improve decision making and effectively align all execution with strategy.